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Our essence 
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Our women
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Our point of difference 

Our expression 



our heritage

Brigit’s story Christchurch Family



our heritage

Linden Leaves was founded by Brigit 
Blair in 1995 in Christchurch and is one of 
New Zealand’s earliest established beauty 
brands. Brigit became interested in natural 
skincare ingredients and formulations 
when two of her young children began 
suffering from severe eczema and allergies. 
Linden Leaves was born because Brigit 
felt there was a lack of options of skincare 
which looked beautiful and delighted 
the senses, while also providing effective 
solutions for sensitive, problematic skin. 
Brigit’s vision was for the Linden Leaves 
customer to experience natural luxury 
every day, thanks to beautiful effective 
products that nourish the skin and nurture 
the soul.

Linden Leaves began its journey in Brigit’s 
home in Christchurch - the largest city in 
the South Island and one of the first cities 
of New Zealand. Set on the beautiful 
east coast, Christchurch is surrounded by 
flat green pasture and stunning braided 
rivers that bring spring snow melt from 
the pristine Southern Alps to the west, 
and the vast Southern Ocean to the east. 
The beauty of our natural surroundings 
provides daily inspiration. Linden Leaves 
products all are made with care and 
attention to detail in New Zealand. Each 
of our beautiful botanical body oils is 
individually hand crafted by one of our 
skilled team of artisans in Christchurch.

As a devoted mother and wife, family 
holds an essential place in Brigit’s life and 
values. As a business and a brand, Linden 
Leaves is genuinely dedicated to family, 
friendship and respect for one another. 
We consider our team and our customers 
a part of our lives. Many of our original 
team and customers have been with us 
throughout the entire journey so far and 
we feel very privileged to hold the place 
we have earned in so many women’s hearts 
and lives around the world.

Brigit’s story Christchurch Family



our essence

Core promise Why Linden Leaves? Our difference

We 
nurture
beauty



our essence

Core promise Why Linden Leaves? Our difference

We promise to care for and 
nourish your inner and outer 
beauty with our expertise and 
knowledge, through effective, 

beautiful, sensorial products and 
botanical ingredients, so you feel 

truly nurtured and experience 
healthy, nourished skin and a 

sense of wellbeing and confidence.

“I choose Linden Leaves because 
it offers me a comprehensive 
range of effective, beautiful 

botanical products I can trust 
that are crafted with care in New 

Zealand. I love Linden Leaves 
products because they smell 

incredible, are gorgeous to use 
all over my body and leave me 
feeling luxuriously pampered.”

Beautiful healthy skin reflects 
who you are on the inside and 

gives you a sense of wellbeing and 
confidence. Our customers love 
Linden Leaves because we give 
them an effective, natural New 

Zealand made skincare solution 
they can trust. Linden Leaves 

provides every day luxury that 
our customers can enjoy without 
hesitation or guilt and have done 

so for nearly 20 years... 



our personality

How we behave Our values



our personality

How we behave Our values

Nurturing
Trustworthy
Personable

Positive
Spirit of Excellence

 LINDEN LEAVES SHOULD ALWAYS BE 

Engaged & involved.
Attentive.

Experiential.
Clear, concise & genuine.

A leader in our field.
Open to sharing knowledge & expertise.

Associated with other quality, luxury brands.





our women

The Linden Leaves brand devotee is 35 to 45 years old and is a positive, outgoing, social person. 
She lives in her own home with her family and has a busy, well-organised life. Time for herself is 

a luxury, but when she gets it she enjoys it! She is generous to her friends & family.



our women

Well educated and informed, she is professional with discerning taste. She appreciates quality and 
beautiful things. She has a generous disposable income and enjoys spending it; she wants to look 

and feel great and is happy to indulge in wellbeing related expenses. She is well presented, style & 
diet conscious. She loves to travel and is an active person who enjoys nature and the outdoors.



our posit ioning

OrganicNaturalSynthetic
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Luxury
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our point of difference

Brand anchors The benefits we offer



Brand anchors The benefits we offer

Breadth of offering
Uniqueness of oils

Beautiful sensorial products
Clear brand message & story
Retail concept & experience

Bespoke skin care
Luxury image 

Heritage
Quality
Natural

New Zealand made

THE LINDEN LEAVES EXPERIENCE.

Promise fulfilled with healthy, nourished skin. 
Improved appearance and sense of wellbeing.

Choice of product for specific skin care concerns or 
gifting ideas.

Expertise and knowledge.
Beautiful, sensorial products.

Confidence in using natural ingredients.
Nurtured, indulged, truly cared for, connected.

our point of difference



our expression

Tone & style Photography



our expression

Tone and style in all our communication, visuals & behaviour

LINDEN LEAVES SHOULD LOOK:
Feminine & luxurious

Beautiful
Fresh & clean

Natural & authentic
Sensorial

Unique & intriguing
Inviting & accessible

Professional & consistent



our creative guidelines

Logo



our creative guidelines

 PANTONE 7494 M PANTONE 425 M  PANTONE 7497 M  PANTONE 8201 M WHITE

Colour palette



our creative guidelines

Fonts

t i t le font

din bold (lower case)

Highlight font

Highlight font

Didot italic (sentence case)

Journal (sentence case)
Didot italic

Din light

Body copy

Body copy



our favourite words

Nurturing
Balance

Authentic
Beautiful

New Zealand heritage
Botanical
Effective

Every day luxury



Thank You


